
Using Symbols and Abbreviations

1 Look at the following notes about an article you are going to read. Discuss with a partner what 
the abbreviations might refer to. Predict the content of the article based on the notes. 

2 Read the article on the next page. Do the following.

1. Locate the words in the article that are abbreviated or symbolized in the notes. 

2. In each paragraph of the article, highlight the information that was included in the notes. 

3. Discuss which information was not included in the notes and why.

3 Read the article again and take notes using your own style. Include the information you think is
important. Compare your notes to the notes above and to your partner’s notes. 

1. How do your notes differ?

2. What information that was not in the sample notes or your partner’s notes, did you include? 
Why did you take notes of this information?

Learning & Remembering Vocab – Notes

Ways to Learn

1. Reading

– guess from contxt – must know 95% other wds.

– must see new words ≈ 16x

– sts. dev. vocab thru reading > 1 – 2 books / term

2. Borrowed wds 

– (e.g. ‘T-shirt’)

3. Cognates 

– (e.g. governmnt, gobierno), but b/ware ‘false friends’

4. Remembering:

– brain ≠ organize wds. like a dictionary, i.e. alphabetical

– words org. in brain activity. to meaning, not spelling

– some memry thru pronunc. & spell

– best memry thru using words for a task not just study list
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Using Symbols and Abbreviations (Cont.)

LEARNING AND REMEMBERING VOCABULARY

What is a good way to learn words, and how do we remember them? Many researchers have conducted
experiments with learners of languages to try to find answers to these questions.

It is often assumed that the best way to acquire a large vocabulary in a foreign language is by reading.
This assumes that a reader will be able to learn new words by guessing the meaning of them from the
context, the meaning of the other words in the sentence. Some researchers, however, have found that to
correctly guess a meaning of a new word from the context, the reader needs to know 95% or more of the
other words. Also, researchers estimate that, to learn a new word, most people need to see, hear and
understand it up to 16 times, and even more before it is possible to use the word automatically in fluent
speech or understand it in a new context. A researcher in Montreal studied how well adult ESL students
learned new words by reading simplified novels: literary classics, biographies, romances, mysteries.
Students signed books out of their class library, and read them on their own time over 6 weeks. The
researcher tested them on their vocabulary before and after this time, based on the books they had read.
She found that the reading did benefit the students’ vocabulary if the students read frequently, i.e. more
than just one or two books per semester. 

Many people have learned a lot of English words through frequent exposure to ‘borrowed’ words like
hotel, hamburger, and T-shirt, that are common around the world. In some cases, the ‘form’ of a word
can help to learn it, especially when the word is similar in both form (spelling or pronunciation) and
meaning to a word in another language you know. Such words are called “cognates;” for example,
government (English); gouvernement (French) and gobierno (Spanish). Most language learners, however,
are familiar with the problem of ‘false friends,’ or words that appear to mean the same thing, but don’t,
as in library (English – a place to borrow books) and librairie (French – a place to buy books).

Once we know the meaning of a word, how do we store that meaning in our brain? Researchers have
found that the human memory does not seem to organize words like a dictionary, in alphabetical order.
Rather, words seem to be organized in categories having to do with their meaning. For example, if people
are asked to: (a) Name a fruit that begins with ‘p,’ or (b) name a word beginning with ‘p’ that is a fruit,
they could answer (a) more quickly than (b). Once people thought about fruit, they could come up with
‘p’ words more quickly than if they thought about ‘p’ words, then tried to name a fruit. The spelling and
pronunciation of a word does contribute to how we remember it; however, many people have the experience
of trying to remember a word that is ‘on the tip of their tongue;’ they can remember the first letter, or
approximately how long it is. In general, however, we use meaning associations, rather than sound-symbol
associations, to find words in our memories.

In another interesting study, researchers used three different groups. Each group was given a list of the
same 30 words. The members of group A were told they would be tested on their ability to remember
the words. Group B had to rate each word according to whether it had a pleasant or unpleasant meaning;
they were not told that there would be a test on the words. Group C was also not told that there would be
a test, and they were asked to decide whether the items on the list would be important if they were stranded
on a desert island. When all the groups were tested, Groups A and B had similar results. Group C had
the best results of all. This study supports the theory that we will learn and remember words best if we
are using them in a meaningful way, with a theme or category to help us organize them in our memory. 
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